


Vending Office Snacks White LabellingSubscription Hampers

At Healthy Nibbles we’re passionate about enabling healthier choices. 
We understand that hectic lives, the daily commute, careers and family 
all place demands on our time and energy, often meaning our carefully 
planned meals are quickly forgotten and replaced with unhealthy 
on-the-go options.

79% of consumers would choose a healthy 
product if given this choice” * 

Through UK wide vending, office snacks, subscription boxes, hampers 
and white label snack boxes, we’re making healthy snacking easy to do 
and convenient, whilst ensuring taste is a top priority too! 

Healthy Nibbles is an award-winning 
healthy vending and subscription snack 
service. Our goal is to help companies use 
the values of good nutrition to pioneer 
new workplace wellness ideas and 
increase employee engagement.

* Automatic Vending Association



Healthy Nibbles offers an award-winning healthy vending service, overcoming 
the challenge of finding healthy and nutritious snacks in city offices and travel 
hubs throughout the UK. Combining the latest vending technologies with 
nutritionally certified, artisan snacks, Healthy Nibbles’ vending machines are 
connected, 100% cashless, provide full nutritional and allergen information 
prior to purchase. 

87% of Finance & HR Directors in UK 
companies with more than 1,000 employees 
indicate that health and wellbeing is being 
discussed at board level and 41% viewed it 
as a strategic priority” *

Offering an All-Inclusive Vending Package, we provide;

   A customised smart vending machine

   Site employee research to understand snacking habits

   Full service, maintenance and restocking 

   Curated selection of healthy products

   Annual sampling event 

   Monthly nutritional wellbeing e-newsletter

   £5 monthly voucher for each employee towards snack boxes

   10% off corporate hampers

VENDING | WELLNESS 

* Workplace Wellness Survey, Nuffield Health 2017

Corporate Wellbeing



Our machines embrace 
some of the most dynamic 
technology in vending. 
They have the largest 
dispensing capability and 
highest energy efficiency 
in the industry.

VENDING | SMART TECHNOLOGY

 Informative
An inbuilt touch screen provides 
full nutritional and allergen 
information prior to purchase with 
the ability to search the product 
range based on dietary preferences. 

 Accessible
Overcoming typical accessibility 
challenges when using a vending 
machine, our machines feature a 
raised delivery bin, easy-to-reach 
payment system and intuitive 
touchscreen presenting information 
at the optimum eye level.

 Smart Features
The vending machines offer full remote 
monitoring, alongside a dynamic 
user experience. Greeted by familiar 
e-commerce icons, users are able to 
purchase multiple items in a single 
transaction, browse products by category 
and enjoy promotional events. 

  100% cashless
  Real time monitoring
  Guaranteed product delivery

 Responsible
Beyond the transactional benefits, 
the machine delivers best in class 
Energy Efficiency EVA EMP A++, is 
78% recyclable at end of life and  
comes with a carbon neutral option.



VENDING: SNACK RANGE

An Exceptional Selection
Healthy Nibbles have curated a range of 250 healthy snacks and drinks, 
providing functional foods that support employee health and wellbeing. 
Having carefully sourced products from artisan suppliers throughout the UK, 
we have brought together the finest, great tasting, natural products to offer an 
unprecedented range of healthy snacks.

Dietary Preferences
We commit to working with producers that use only the highest quality 
natural ingredients. Alongside this, we commit that our range will be free from 
hydrogenated fats and artificial colours, flavours, preservatives and sweeteners 
whilst delivering products that meet a range of dietary requirements including: 

       PALEO            VEGAN             DAIRY FREE            GLUTEN FREE            NUT FREE          ORGANIC 

Nutritional Integrity
Combining the expertise of the Department of Health and a qualified nutritionist, 
we have taken every measure to ensure the integrity of our product range. 

Provenance
Our passion for healthy products extends to our relationship with 
suppliers. Working directly with food producers, over 40% of products 
stocked are produced by artisan brands. Through this approach, we are 
able to take a considered approach to our carbon footprint and introduce 
provenance into vending.
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